A. GLAGOLE NAPIŠI Z ED KONČNICO - PAZI NA PISAVO. - REŠITVE TE NALOGE SO PRI Z FOR ZOO (INTERAKTIVNE VAJE)

1. stop __________________ 11. open ________________ 21. join ________________
2. visit __________________ 12. play ________________ 22. smile ________________
3. need ________________ 13. rain __________________ 23. laugh ________________
4. study ________________ 14. smoke ________________ 24. taste ________________
5. clean ________________ 15. plan ________________ 25. decide ________________
6. die __________________ 16. try __________________ 26. arrive ________________
7. enjoy ________________ 17. start ________________ 27. stay ________________
8. finish ________________ 18. want ________________ 28. bruise ________________
9. happen ________________ 19. watch ________________ 29. fill ________________
10. live ________________ 20. look ________________ 30. hop ________________

B. NAPIŠI PRISLOVNA DOLOČILA ČASA, KI SE UPORABLJAJO PRI VSAKEM Času.

The Present Simple EVERY DAY / WEEK ..., ALWAYS, USUALLY, OFTEN, SOMETIMES, NEVER
The Past Simple LAST WEEK / MONTH ..., 3 YEARS AGO, YESTERDAY, IN 1997, WHEN I WAS A CHILD, IN THE PAST, ONCE UPON A TIME
The Present Continuous NOW, AT THE MOMENT, IN THE PICTURE, TODAY

C. NAPIŠI STAVKE V DANIH ČASIH IN DODAJ PRISLOVNA DOLOČILA ČASA.

Tim (get) dressed …

Past Simple TIM GOT DRESSED YESTERDAY.
- didn’t get
- ? did he get
- K.o: yes, he did. No, he didn’t.

Present Continuous TIM IS GETTING DRESSED NOW.
- isn’t getting
- ? is he getting
- Ko: yes, he is. No, he isn’t.

Present Simple TIM GETS DRESSED EVERY DAY.
- doesn’t get
- ? does Tim get
- K.o. yes, he does. No, he doesn’t.

Children (take) tests …

Past Simple CHILDREN TOOK TESTS LAST WEEK.
- didn’t take
- ? did children take
- K.o. Yes, they did. No, they didn’t.

Present Simple CHILDREN TAKE TESTS EVERY DAY.
- don’t take
- ? do children take
- K.o. Yes, they do. No, they don’t.

Present Continuous CHILDREN ARE TAKING TESTS NOW.
 aren't taking
? are children taking
K.o. Yes, they are. No, they aren’t.

A ferry (move) across the sea …

Present Continuous A FERRY IS MOVING ACROSS THE SEA TODAY.
- - isn’t moving
- ? is a ferry moving
- K.o. yes, it is. No, it isn’t.

Past Simple A FERRY MOVED ACROSS THE SEA LAST YEAR.
- - didn’t move
- ? did a ferry move
- K.o. Yes it did. No, it didn’t.

Present Simple A FERRY MOVES ACROSS THE SEA EVERY DAY.
- - doesn’t move
- ? does a ferry move
- K.o. Yes, it does. No, it doesn’t.

D. ZGORNJE STAVKE ZANIKAJ, TVORI YES/NO VPRAŠANJA IN ODGOVORI S KRATKIMI
ODGOVORI

E. GLAGOLE V OKLEPAJU NAPIŠI V PRAVILNI OBLIKI GLEDE NA PRISLOVNO DOLOČI ČASA.

1. John PLAYED (play) golf yesterday.
2. Can you come to my place now? No, I AM PAINTING (paint) my bedroom.
3. It _WAS_ (be) a terrible weather yesterday. It _RAINED_ (rain).
4. I _BOUGHT_ (buy) the tickets yesterday. So we _ARE FLYING_ (fly) now.
5. He _HAD_ (have) a bath yesterday. He _WAS_ (be) in the bathroom for three hours so that I _WAS_ (be) afraid he DIED (die) in there.
6. I _DON'T SEE_ (not see) any mistakes here.
7. Joan _PLAYED_ (play) tennis yesterday and a ball _HIT_ (hit) her.
8. George _DIDN'T PLAY_ (not play) truant three times last week.
9. I _AM WALKING_ (walk) down the street now. Someone _POURED_ (pour) some water on me a moment ago.
10. You _ARE WRITING_ (write) these exercises now.
11. George _ISN'T SWIMMING_ (not swim) in the sea now.
12. A naughty bird _SAT_ (sit) on his head a moment ago.
13. George _WAS_ (be) very angry two minutes ago.
14. Mark _DOESN'T GO_ (not go) skiing every winter.
15. He _DOESN'T LIKE_ (not like) summer when it _IS_ (be) too hot.
17. Toby _ISN'T PLAYING_ (not play) the drums at the moment.
18. He _HAS_ (have) his piano lesson every Tuesday and Thursday.
20. A mouse and a cat _AREN'T RUNNING_ (not run) now.
21. I usually _COOK_ (cook) on Sundays, but today I _AM LYING_ (lie) on the floor.
22. In the past some children _Didn'T LIKE_ (not like) reading books. They _Didn'T KNOW_ (not know) what they _Missed_ (miss).
23. We _LISTEN_ (listen) to music every evening.
24. Tom and Jerry _AREN'T_ (not be) friends.
25. This dog _EATS_ (eat) a lot every time when his master _COMES_ (come) home.
26. Gu _IS HUNTING_ (hunt) today.
27. Usually Gobo _DOESN'T HUNT_ (not hunt) together with him.
28. Big Gu Mama _MAKES_ (make) dinner every evening.
29. She _IS CALLING_ (call) you and me to dinner now.
30. Michael's mother _WAS_ (be) very angry yesterday when she _SAW_ (see) him moking.
31. Jane _DOESN'T WANT_ (not want) to see Fred again.
32. She _DOESN'T LIKE_ (not like) him.
33. He _TALKED_ (talk) to me last night.
34. A lot of people _JOINED_ (join) this sports centre last year.
35. This _IS_ (be) the end of this exercise but it _ISN'T_ (not be) the end of earning.

F. NAPIŠI, V KAKŠNEM ČASU JE POSAMEZEN STAVEK, KATERI POMOŽNI GLAGOL POMAGA TUTORIJALNI VPRAŠANJA IN TVORI WH VPRAŠANJA.

1. Pablo Picasso _was_ a painter.
   - WHO _WAS_ A PAINTER?
   - WHAT DID PABLO PICASSO _DO_?

2. He _was_ Italian.
   - WHAT _NATIONALITY_ _WAS_ HE?

3. William Shakespeare _was_ an English writer.
   - WHO _WAS_ AN ENGLISH WRITER?
   - WHAT _WAS_ WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE?

4. He _wrote_ Romeo and Juliet.
   - WHAT _DID_ HE WRITE?

5. Einstein _was_ a scientist.
   - WHO _WAS_ A SCIENTIST?
   - WHAT _DID_ EINSTEIN _DO_?

6. He _was_ German.
   - WHAT _NATIONALITY_ _WAS_ HE?

7. Maria Montessori _taught_ children in Italy.
   - WHO _TAUGHT_ CHILDREN IN ITALY?
   - WHAT _DID_ SHE _DO_?
   - WHO _DID_ SHE TEACH?
   - WHERE _DID_ SHE TEACH THEM?

8. Columbus _came_ from Italy.
   - WHO _CAME_ FROM ITALY?
   - WHERE _DID_ HE _COME_ FROM?

9. He _worked_ for the Spanish queen.
   - WHO _DID_ HE _WORK_ FOR?

10. George Washington and Abraham Lincoln _led_ the USA.
    - WHO _LED_ THE USA?
    - WHAT _DID_ THEY _LEAD_?

11. They _were_ American.
    - WHAT _NATIONALITY_ _WERE_ THEY?
12. The Beatles played all over the world.
   **WHO PLAYED ALL OVER THE WORLD?**
   **WHERE DID THE BEATLES PLAY?**

13. Laika was the first animal in space.
   **WHO WAS THE FIRST ANIMAL IN SPACE?**
   **WHAT WAS LAIKA?**

14. She travelled into space.
   **WHERE DID SHE TRAVEL?**

15. She never returned to the Earth.
   **WHAT DID SHE DO?**

16. Ben was afraid of his first teacher.
   **WHO WAS AFRAID OF HIS TEACHER?**
   **WHO WAS BEN AFRAID OF?**

17. She shouted at them a lot.
   **WHAT DID SHE DO?**

18. He hated maths because it was difficult.
   **WHAT DID HE HATE? / WHICH SUBJECT DID HE HATE?**
   **WHY DID HE HATE MATHS?**

19. Ben wanted to be a pilot when he was at primary school.
   **WHO WANTED TO BE A PILOT?**
   **WHAT DID HE WANT TO BE?**
   **WHEN DID HE WANT TO BE A PILOT?**

20. He doesn’t want to be a pilot now.
   **WHAT DOESN’T HE WANT TO BE NOW?**

21. Tom’s history teacher is often unkind to him.
   **WHOSE HISTORY TEACHER IS UNKIND?**
   **WHAT IS HIS HISTORY TEACHER LIKE?**

22. He often shouts at him.
   **WHAT DOES HE OFTEN DO?**

23. He thinks Tom is stupid because he talks with the American accent.
   **WHAT DOES HE THINK?**
   **WHY DOES HE THINK TOM IS STUPID?**

24. Tom likes Mr Roberts.
   **WHO LIKES MR ROBERTS?**
   **WHO DOES TOM LIKE?**

25. He teaches him science.
   **WHO DOES HE TEACH SCIENCE?**
   **WHAT DOES HE TEACH HIM?**

26. They often do experiments in the science lessons.
   **WHAT DO THEY DO IN THE SCIENCE LESSON?**
   **WHERE DO THEY DO EXPERIMENTS?**

27. Robert loves travelling.
   **WHO LOVES TRAVELLING?**
   **WHAT DOES HE LOVE DOING?**

28. At the age of ten he travelled to the North Pole.
   **WHEN DID HE TRAVEL TO THE NORTH POLE?**
   **WHERE DID HE TRAVEL AT THE AGE OF TEN?**

29. The base camp was in Canada.
   **WHAT WAS IN CANADA?**

30. They walked for four days to their final destination.
   **HOW LONG DID THEY WALK TO THEIR FINAL DESTINATION?**
   **WHERE DID THEY WALK FOR FOUR DAYS?**

31. The temperature was -30°C.
   **HOW COLD WAS IT? / WHAT WAS THE TEMPERATURE?**

32. It snowed every day.
   **WHAT HAPPENED?**

33. They were well prepared.
   **WHAT WERE THEY LIKE?**

34. They wore warm clothes and good walking shoes.
   **WHAT DID THEY WEAR?**

35. Their expensive sleeping bags were very warm.
   **WHAT WAS WARM?**
   **WHAT WERE THEIR SLEEPING BAGS LIKE?**

36. They stayed there for four days.
   **HOW LONG DID THEY STAY THERE?**
37. Robert got a mountain bike for his 11 birthday.
   **WHO GOT A MOUNTAIN BIKE FOR HIS 11 BIRTHDAY?**
   **WHAT DID ROBERT GET FOR HIS BIRTHDAY?**
   **WHEN DID HE GET A MOUNTAIN BIKE?**

38. His father decided to make another journey.
   **WHO DECIDED TO MAKE ANOTHER JOURNEY?**
   **WHAT DID HE DECIDE TO DO?**

39. They went cycling to the South Pole.
   **WHAT DID THEY DO?**

40. The South Pole is situated at high altitude.
   **WHAT IS SITUATED AT HIGH ALTITUDE?**
   **WHERE IS THE SOUTH POLE SITUATED?**

41. The atmosphere is very thin there.
   **WHAT IS VERY THIN THERE?**
   **WHAT IS THE ATMOSPHERE LIKE THERE?**

42. Walking and cycling were very difficult there.
   **WHAT WAS VERY DIFFICULT THERE?**
   **WHAT WERE WALKING AND CYCLING LIKE THERE?**

43. After this trip he visited some other places.
   **WHEN DID HE VISIT SOME OTHER PLACES?**
   **WHAT DID HE DO AFTER THIS TRIP?**

44. He is studying at university now.
   **WHERE IS HE STUDYING NOW?**

45. He knows what he wants in his life.
   **WHAT DOES HE KNOW?**

46. He wants to have a career in tourism.
   **WHAT DOES HE WANT TO HAVE?**

47. Lisa, Jack and Sadie are talking in the school canteen.
   **WHO IS TALKING IN THE SCHOOL CANTEEN?**
   **WHAT ARE THEY DOING IN THE SCHOOL CANTEEN?**
   **WHERE ARE THEY TALKING?**

48. They are eating sandwiches.
   **WHAT ARE THEY EATING?**

49. Matt and his family often go to France for the holidays.
   **WHO OFTEN GOES TO FRANCE FOR THE HOLIDAYS?**
   **WHERE DO MATT AND HIS FAMILY OFTEN GO FOR THE HOLIDAYS?**

50. They always travel by ferry.
   **WHAT DO THEY ALWAYS DO?**
   **HOW DO THEY TRAVEL?**

51. At the moment they are talking about their holiday adventures.
   **WHAT ARE THEY DOING AT THE MOMENT?**

52. A scorpion almost bit Matt.
   **WHO ALMOST BIT MATT?**
   **WHO DID A SCORPION ALMOST BITE?**

53. His mum noticed it in his sleeping bag.
   **WHO NOTICED IT IN HIS SLEEPING BAG?**
   **WHERE DID HIS MUM NOTICE IT?**

54. It was really scary.
   **WHAT WAS IT LIKE?**

55. They are travelling to the south of France.
   **WHERE ARE THEY TRAVELLING?**

56. The boys are sleeping in a tent.
   **WHO IS SLEEPING IN A TENT?**
   **WHERE ARE THEY SLEEPING?**

57. The boys are having a great time.
   **WHO IS HAVING A GREAT TIME?**
   **WHAT ARE THEY HAVING?**